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Abstract
Uncertainty on the supply side is a common issue planners face. How do decisionmakers incorporate inventory uncertainty when placing orders? We investigate ordering
decisions under two forms of uncertainty regarding total inventory available to satisfy
demand: supply uncertainty (SU; unreliability in incoming shipments) and inventory
record inaccuracy (IRI; internal inefficiencies leading to a discrepancy between physical and recorded inventories). The experimental results reveal behavioral regularities in
ordering decisions under both forms of total inventory uncertainty. We find that subjects
overstock in settings with low profit margins, and overstocking is more pronounced
under IRI than under SU. This overstocking under low profit margins is similar to
observed ordering decisions under demand uncertainty. In these settings, subjects show
a stronger shortage aversion under IRI (which is internal uncertainty) than under SU
(which is external uncertainty). Furthermore, we find that subjects chase past realizations of supply/on-hand inventory, although the effect depends on the uncertainty type.
Although SU and IRI are, in practice, often simultaneously present, their causes are
different. By providing insight into the relative effect of the types of uncertainty on the
quality of inventory replenishment decisions, this study highlights the importance of
reducing SU and IRI for products with low profit margins.
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INTRODUCTION

Matching supply with demand is an ongoing challenge in
supply chains. Supply planners make inventory ordering (or
replenishment) decisions with the goal of fulfilling customer
demand while facing many uncertainties. Research indicates that decision-making under demand uncertainty is complex, and actual human ordering decisions are systematically
affected by biases. For example, experimental results show
that when humans determine order quantities, they make suboptimal decisions by “anchoring” to the mean of the demand
and insufficiently incorporating into their decision the profit
margin of the product (pull-to-center effect). Additionally,
they chase past demand, are influenced by targets, or have a
higher psychological aversion to leftovers than to stock-outs

(Benzion et al., 2008; Bolton & Katok, 2008; Bostian et al.,
2008; Chen et al., 2015).
Supply planners face not only uncertainty on the demand
side but also uncertainties affecting available inventory to
satisfy demand (on the supply side). For example, planners may face uncertainty in the actual amount received versus what has been ordered. The results of a 2015 survey
among chief procurement officers of Fortune 1000 companies
revealed that 45% indicated that supplier-related risk is the
most important risk faced in procurement (Consero Group,
2015). Supply disruptions during the COVID-19 pandemic
highlighted the issue of supply uncertainty (SU). The quantity received can deviate from the quantity ordered due to, for
example, shipping capacity issues (Fransoo & Lee, 2013) or
production issues leading to underproduction (e.g., Kouvelis
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FIGURE 1

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

The total inventory available to fulfill demand

& Milner, 2002; Lee, 2002) or overproduction (e.g., Degraeve
et al., 2002; Verderame & Floudas, 2009). We refer to the
uncertainty associated with shipments received as SU.
Another uncertainty on the supply side arises because the
actual on-hand inventory level may deviate from what is on
company records. DeHoratius and Raman (2008) analyzed
a retailer’s inventory records and revealed that over 65% of
almost 370,000 reported inventory levels for a case company
were inaccurate. Conversations with the production manager
of a leading manufacturing company in the custom adhesive solutions industry pointed out that inaccurate records of
raw materials inventory are a pressing issue that often causes
delays in planned production orders. Firms often experience
internal inefficiencies resulting from misplaced items, perishment, or internal theft (Rekik et al., 2007). Consequently,
firms face uncertainty in their inventory levels due to a difference between recorded inventory levels and actual quantities
in stock. This situation is called inventory record inaccuracy
(IRI).
Extant research has focused on deriving theoretically optimal inventory ordering policies under SU and IRI and on
ways to reduce these uncertainties or improve information
(e.g., Inderfurth & Kelle, 2011; Merzifonluoglu & Feng,
2013; Xu & Lu, 2013). In contrast to these studies, we empirically study ordering decisions under IRI and SU, taking a
behavioral perspective. Therefore, in this article, we study
how these two types of uncertainties, both leading to uncertainty about the actual level of inventory that is available
to fulfill demand (Figure 1), affect human decision-makers’
ordering decisions.
Our study has its origin in a study on the effect of inventory
inaccuracy on store performance in fashion retail, in which
one of the co-authors took part (cf. Shabani et al., 2021). This
study, conducted in the context of a fashion retailer with 81
stores, focused on the quantitative measurement of IRI and
how to compare the effect of this inaccuracy across stores.
An important question of the retailer we worked with was
how planners may take store inventory records into account
in allocating online demand to stores for delivery of online
orders from in-store inventory. This is a particularly challenging issue since in-store stock levels of individual fashion items are typically fairly low (having just one or two
items available per style/size/color combination is common).
A concern raised by the retailer (and in particular the director
in charge of supply chain operations) was that SU was unac-

counted for in managing supply lines, which impacts availability at the store level.
In fashion retail, SU is often considerable (Simatupang
et al., 2004). However, this is not the only source of uncertainty. Additionally, the actual availability of inventory may
be uncertain due to IRI. The retailer considered here therefore randomly checked incoming supplies at the distribution
center. All shipments were accepted and processed in the system, and all deviations were reported back to the supplier for
reconciliation. Overall, deviations were not larger than 10%
of the quantity ordered. Before shipment to the stores again, a
check took place by scanning the boxes and individual items.
In the stores, only the boxes were scanned, not the content
of the box. During cycle counts, it was observed that IRI was
still an issue (see Shabani et al. (2021), who report that 11.6%
of the stock-keeping units suffered from IRI).
This then led to the question of how planners react to both
IRI and SU and how these reactions may differ. This particular challenge was then further discussed with two other senior
experts with expertise in the retail industry, which led to the
research question of this article. In all our discussions, it was
indicated that—as one may expect—human judgment often
plays a role in ordering decisions of (retail) buyers. Even
if system forecasts are available, these are complemented
by human judgment in final decision-making (Siemsen &
Aloysius, 2020). Our contacts observed that retail buyers,
in seeking to ensure sufficient available inventory to fulfill
demand, typically increase their orders in anticipation of
supply-side uncertainties related to incoming shipments
and/or current stock levels. In fact, a Swedish study showed
that available-to-promise, the projected amount of inventory available to sell, is considered one of the top three
challenges in retail order management, yet synchronizing
information required for that is a key challenge (Kembro &
Norrman, 2019). In line with that finding, it was indicated
in our discussions that intuition plays an important role
in ordering decisions, as there generally is limited insight
into, for instance, current stock levels due to sporadic cycle
counting in retail stores. As initiatives to provide insight into
and reduce such uncertainties cost money, it is valuable to
understand the effect these uncertainties have and hence to
understand their costliness to guide efforts to reduce these
uncertainties.
In this study, we explore ordering decisions when there
is either inventory record accuracy or SU (i.e., uncertainty
in the incoming shipments). These two uncertainties both
impact inventory availability, but their causes are quite distinct; they are internal, caused by firm operations, or at least
partially within the firm’s control (e.g., theft, loss, or damage;
IRI), or external, caused by unreliability in the supply system (SU). To disentangle their effects, we consider IRI and
SU separately (i.e., we assume that any discrepancy between
the quantity ordered and the quantity received is observed
and recorded). Comparing decisions made under IRI and SU
allows us to infer the impact of the source of inventory uncertainty on ordering decisions and to assess the relative importance of IRI and SU.
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We conduct incentivized laboratory experiments, and our
results indicate that subjects make sub-optimal ordering decisions in the face of IRI and SU. We also observe differences in ordering behavior under IRI and SU (Study 1).
For low profit margin products, the subject overstocks more
under IRI, compared to SU. A follow-up study indicates that
these findings also hold when SU is dependent on the order
quantity, suggesting that our insights are robust to the way
uncertainty is modeled (Study 2). In other words, the source
of uncertainty is sufficient to induce behavioral effects inducing different ordering decisions under IRI and SU. In settings
with a low profit margin, we find a stronger aversion to shortages under IRI than under SU. This may explain why subjects
stock more under IRI than under SU in this setting. Similar to studies about ordering under demand uncertainty (e.g.,
Feng & Gao, 2020; Zhang & Siemsen, 2019), we observe
asymmetry in the pull-to-center effect (the center being the
average inventory needs to satisfy demand). Under both IRI
and SU, orders are closer to the mean in low margin settings than in high margin settings. We also find that subjects’ orders are affected by prior realizations of supply and
on-hand inventory, although the effect depends on the type
of uncertainty. This may contribute to the observed deviations from optimality. Furthermore, our findings provide indications that order variability reduces when the magnitude
of uncertainty is independent of (not calculated as the percentage of the order size), rather than dependent upon, order
size.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. First, we
review the related literature. Thereafter, we present Study 1,
including models of decision-making under IRI and SU, followed by the experimental setup and analysis of the results.
Next, we present Study 2 as a robustness check. We end with
a discussion and conclusions.

2

RELATED LITERATURE

The supply chain literature related to this study can be
grouped into three main areas: behavioral ordering under
demand uncertainty, ordering policies, and decisions under
IRI and SU and its effect on inventory policies.

2.1
Behavioral considerations in ordering
under demand uncertainty
Within the field of operations management, a range of studies explore how humans make inventory ordering decisions
under demand uncertainty. Many studies use the newsvendor problem to study behavioral effects. A seminal experimental article was written by Schweitzer and Cachon (2000).
They published empirical results of a single-period newsvendor experiment in which decision-makers place orders when
demand is random and supply is certain and products that can
have a high or a low profit margin. Average orders placed are
between the profit-maximizing order quantity and the mean

demand, that is, orders are below (above) the optimum for
products with a high (low) profit margin. This is called the
pull-to-center effect (the center is the mean demand), and
this order pattern has been found repeatedly in later studies
(Bolton & Katok, 2008; Katok & Wu, 2009; Kocabiyikoğlu
et al., 2016; Moritz et al., 2013). Other deviations from optimality that have been found repeatedly are, among others,
demand chasing and influence of targets (Benzion et al.,
2008; Chen et al., 2015; Gavirneni & Xia, 2009; Minner &
van Wassenhove, 2010).
The proposed explanations for the observed ordering
behavior include a tendency to minimize ex-post inventory
error, anchoring and insufficient adjustment, overconfidence,
bounded rationality, and prospect theory (Li et al., 2017;
Long & Nasiry, 2015; Nagarajan & Shechter, 2014; Ren &
Croson, 2013; Zhao & Geng, 2015). Various remedies for the
observed sub-optimal ordering decisions have been proposed,
such as task decomposition and providing feedback to foster
learning (Bolton & Katok, 2008; Bostian et al., 2008; Lee &
Siemsen, 2017; Lurie & Swaminathan, 2009).

2.2

IRI and effect on ordering policies

In recent years, the topic of IRI has received increasing
attention in the literature. IRI has numerous causes, such as
execution errors related to, for example, incorrect recording of sales, replenishment errors, product misplacement,
unrecorded or incorrectly recorded damaged items, or factors such as theft by employees or shoplifting by customers
(DeHoratius & Raman, 2008; Kök & Shang, 2014). Such
circumstances lead to higher inventory and stock-out costs
(Mersereau, 2015) because needless items are ordered or
sales are foregone (Cannella et al., 2015). The existence of
IRI undermines the efficient and effective use of decision support tools such as automated replenishment tools that do not
account for inaccuracies and will ultimately hinder product
availability and thus demand fulfillment.
Inventory ordering decisions in the presence of IRI have
received considerable attention, although only from a theoretical perspective. Researchers have designed analytical
models to derive inventory policies in the presence of inventory record inaccuracies (Chuang & Oliva, 2015; DeHoratius
et al., 2008; Mersereau, 2013; Rekik, 2011; Sahin et al.,
2008). In addition, researchers have proposed strategies that
aim to alleviate IRI, such as inventory audits, the use of
point-of-sales data and the use of RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) technology (DeHoratius & Raman, 2008; Fan
et al., 2014; Gel et al., 2010; Kök & Shang, 2014; Rekik
et al., 2009). Field experiments by Hardgrave et al. (2013)
indicate that RFID technology can be effective in reducing
IRI in retail stores.
These theoretical models determine the optimal ordering
strategies under IRI. However, they do not focus on the
behavioral considerations of actual human decision-makers.
Studying behavioral effects is important to better understand and predict human decision-making and to ultimately
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anticipate behavioral effects to improve decision-making.
Zhu et al. (2013) incorporate risk aversion in their model
of a newsvendor who faces IRI. The authors derive optimal
ordering policies and study the effect of conducting audits
and using RFID to reduce shrinkage. However, they do not
investigate actual ordering decisions under IRI. In fact, to the
best of our knowledge, no previous work empirically studies how IRI affects actual inventory replenishment/ordering
decisions.

2.3
SU

Ordering policies and decisions under

In this study, we focus on operational SU, which reflects the
risk that the quantity delivered is a random fraction of the
quantity ordered. This risk can be caused by various factors,
such as quality issues or supplier unreliability (Burke et al.,
2009). The associated uncertainty hinders firms from matching supply with demand accurately (Xu & Lu, 2013), which
is important to avoid stock-outs, associated opportunity costs,
or discounts required to sell overstock (Burke et al., 2009).
With respect to ordering decisions under SU, researchers
have predominantly used prescriptive models to characterize
optimal ordering strategies (e.g., Burke et al., 2009; Inderfurth & Kelle, 2011; Merzifonluoglu & Feng, 2013; Xu & Lu,
2013). Researchers most often model SU as a stochastically
proportional yield in which the quantity received is dependent
upon the quantity ordered (Yano & Lee, 1995). Uncertainty
can also be modeled in an additive manner when the quantity
received is independent of the quantity ordered (e.g., Dada
et al., 2007; Keren, 2009; Rekik et al., 2007). These theoretical models determine expected profit-maximizing orders
when supply is uncertain. However, the experimental results
of actual ordering decisions under demand uncertainty show
that subjects make decisions that deviate from the profitmaximizing quantity. Inspired by these results, researchers
have recently started to incorporate behavioral considerations
into their theoretical models. For instance, researchers have
made efforts to improve analytical models by modeling riskaverse decision-makers who face stochastic supply in singleand multi-supplier settings (e.g., Giri, 2011; Liu et al., 2014;
Ma et al., 2016; Shu et al., 2015). Such models indicate that
risk- and loss-aversion reduces orders placed at unreliable
suppliers.
Only recently, empirical research on ordering behavior
under SU has started to emerge. One of the few studies in
this domain is that of Käki et al. (2015), who use behavioral experiments in which subjects face SU in addition to
demand uncertainty. The authors find ordering patterns similar to prior newsvendor experiments: under-ordering in high
profit margin products and over-ordering low profit margin
products. Our SU setting adopts a similar ordering task but
considers settings in which demand is known to disentangle
the effect of SU from that of demand uncertainty. In addition, we study ordering decisions under IRI and compare
them with ordering decisions under SU to explore behav-

ioral differences elicited by these two sources of inventory
uncertainty.
Gurnani et al. (2014) and Kalkanci (2017) focus on ordering decisions in single-period settings with two suppliers who
have different cost and risk profiles. They study how subjects
diversify their orders between the two suppliers. Their laboratory results indicate that subjects diversify their orders more
evenly between the two suppliers than the theoretical optimum would suggest. Craig et al. (2016) use field data to study
the effect of supplier reliability in terms of supplier inventory
service levels. They find that stock-outs at suppliers increase
retailer orders in the short term but decrease orders in the long
term. Similar to Gurnani et al. (2014) and Kalkanci (2017),
we consider single-period settings. Our ordering task includes
one supplier while comparing ordering decisions under two
different types of uncertainty.
SU has also been studied in contexts other than the
newsvendor problem. Researchers have also considered multistage supply chains, for example, using the beer game (e.g.,
Ancarani et al., 2013; Niranjan et al., 2011; Sarkar & Kumar,
2015). For example, Ancarani et al. (2013) use the beer game
in their experiments to explore the effect of uncertainty when
supplies arrive (modeled by stochastic lead times) on ordering decisions. The researchers observe that for each but the
retailer echelon, orders are higher in settings with only lead
time uncertainty than in settings with only demand uncertainty. The authors suggest that this observation implies that
subjects perceive a higher need to mitigate lead time uncertainty by increasing stock levels than to do so under demand
uncertainty. Sarkar and Kumar (2015) use the beer game in
their experiments to study the effect of sharing disruption
information in a supply chain. They find that supply disruptions (a sudden period in which an echelon is prevented from
normal operations, that is, fulfilling demand, placing orders,
and delivering replenishment items) might cause higher order
variability but that this variability can be reduced by sharing
information about disruptions. In contrast to Ancarani et al.
(2013) and Sarkar and Kumar (2015), we consider ordering
decisions in a single supply chain stage where we operationalize uncertainty in supply as uncertainty in the quantity
received.

3
3.1
3.1.1

STUDY 1
Models of IRI and SU
Setting

Consider a decision-maker, for example, a retailer, who
places an order to satisfy his demand. He has initial inventory
on-hand. For simplicity, we assume that the retailer places
orders in each period. Demand for the product is deterministic, but the retailer faces either IRI or SU. Therefore, every
period, his ordering decision involves the trade-off between
lost sales when ordering too little and excess inventory when
ordering too much.
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Demand is known and indicated by D. The retailer’s onhand inventory is denoted by I and his order to his supplier
by q. We assume that I < D. Furthermore, the unit purchasing
cost is denoted by c, and the sales price is denoted by p. The
total inventory available to fulfill demand W consists of the
actual quantity in the warehouse (known with certainty under
SU, random under IRI) and the quantity received (random
under SU, known under IRI). At the end of the period, for
any leftover inventory, the retailer incurs a cost, reducing the
value of each leftover unit to its salvage value s (i.e., s < c).
The cost of overstocking is the purchasing cost minus the
salvage value at the end of the period, that is, (c − s). On
the other hand, a shortage of inventory results in lost sales.
Hence, the cost of understocking is the retailer’s profit margin, that is, (p − c). Next, we present the models developed
for the two settings: IRI and SU.

3.1.2

are based on the ordered quantity. Because q is deterministic,
costs are certain. The optimal order quantity q∗ is obtained by
taking the first-order derivative, that is,
[
]
𝜕E Π (q)
𝜕q

= (p − s) F (D − I − q) + s − c,

(3)

and equating it to zero. The second-order derivative with
respect to q is negative (see Appendix A). Therefore, the
expected profit function is concave in q, and the first-order
condition is sufficient for optimality. The optimal order quantity q∗ for any distribution of Z is given by
F (D − I − q∗ ) =

(p − c)
(c − s)
=1−
.
(p − s)
(p − s)

(4)

Under IRI and deterministic demand, the optimal order
quantity is the quantity that ensures that the probability that
(c−s)
. This ratio is the complement
WIRI < D equals the ratio

IRI model

(p−s)

Under IRI, the actual level of starting (on-hand) inventory
is uncertain. It is given by I + Z, the sum of the recorded
inventory I and a random variable Z, with known cumulative distribution F(z), density function f (z), and support
[z, z̄ ], where z ≥ −I (the actual on-hand inventory cannot be
smaller than zero). If z̄ ≤ 0, the actual on-hand inventory
can only be lower than the recorded inventory level, but if
z̄ > 0, the actual on-hand inventory could be higher than the
recorded inventory level. For example, if z = −40 and z̄ =
40, the actual on-hand inventory level can be up to 40 units
more or less than the recorded inventory level. The quantity
the decision-maker receives is equal to the ordered quantity
q. Therefore, the total inventory the decision-maker has available to satisfy demand is WIRI = I + Z + q. The decisionmaker’s profit is
[
]
[
]
Π (q) = pMin D, WIRI + sMax WIRI − D, 0 − cq.

(1)

The decision maker’s profit consists of the revenue from
sales plus possible salvage value minus the purchasing costs.
We consider the purchasing cost of the order placed rather
than (also) the cost of on-hand inventory (that was ordered in
a previous period). This is in line with what buyers take into
account in practice. The decision-maker’s expected profit is
given by
z̄
[
]
E Π (q) = p ∫

D−I−q
z̄

+s ∫

D−I−q

D−I−q

Df (z) dz + p ∫
z

(I + Z + q) f (z) dz

((I + Z + q) − D) f (z) dz − cq.

(2)

Revenue consists of sales of inventory (D if WIRI > D or
WIRI if WIRI < D) and the salvage value obtained from selling
(or transferring to the next period) excess inventory (WIRI −
D if WIRI > D) at the end of the current selling period. Costs

of the well-known critical ratio. In the standard newsvendor problem (stochastic demand, deterministic supply), the
(p−c)
represents the optimal probability to fully satisfy
ratio
(p−s)

demand, balancing the cost of having too little inventory with
that of having excess inventory. Intuitively, as the critical ratio
increases, q∗ will also increase.

3.1.3

SU model

Under SU, the quantity received is uncertain. Similar to the
IRI model, we model SU with a random variable U with
known cumulative distribution F(u), density function f (u)
̄ where u ≥ −q. Under SU, the quantity
and support [u, u],
received is given by q + U (additive uncertainty similar to the
IRI model, for consistency and comparison purposes). Hence,
uncertainty is independent of the order quantity. In practice, it is arguably more likely that the uncertainty in supply
depends on the order size. Therefore, we conduct a followup study modeling SU dependent on order size and conduct
additional experiments as a robustness check (see Study 2
section). Under SU, if ū ≤ 0, the quantity received can only
be lower than the ordered quantity, but if ū > 0, the quantity received could be higher. Receiving more than ordered
may be less common than receiving less than ordered. However, it does occur in fashion, for instance, as a result of batch
quantities that maximize the use of raw materials in the cutting process (Degraeve et al., 2002) or in other industries that
have bulk production (e.g., animal feed or iron manufacturing; Verderame & Floudas, 2009). Because I is known with
certainty in this situation, the total inventory available for sale
WSU = I + U + q. The decision-maker’s profit is:
]
[
Π (q) = pMin D, WSU
)
]
[(
+ sMax WSU − D, 0 − c (U + q) .

(5)
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The decision-maker’s profit is based on sales revenue and
salvage value minus the cost of the quantity received. In practice, it is not uncommon in fashion retail for buyers to pay for
the quantity they receive. For instance, the retailer considered
in this research indicated that they pay for all the deliveries
they receive since the deviations in quantities received from
quantities ordered are not very large.
u
[
]
E Π (q) = p ∫

D−I−q

D−I−q
u

+s ∫

D−I−q

Df (u) du + p ∫
u

(I + U + q) f (u) dz

((I + U + q) − D) f (u) du

ū

− c ∫ (U + q) f (u) du.

(6)

u

As before, revenue is made up of sales of inventory (D if
WSU > D, or WSU if WSU < D) and salvage value obtained
from selling excess inventory, if any, (WSU − D if WSU > D)
at the end of the selling period. Unlike manufacturing settings
in which costs are a function of some known amount of input
(hence, costs are certain), in our inventory setting, costs are
based on the uncertain quantity received (Dada et al., 2007;
Yano & Lee, 1995). If quantities received are uncertain, there
is uncertainty associated with the total purchase costs of the
items ordered because companies typically only pay for what
has been received. Total costs, therefore, increase (decrease)
if the quantity received is higher (lower) than the ordered
quantity. The optimal order quantity q∗ is obtained by taking
the first-order derivative, that is,
[
]
𝜕E Π (q)
𝜕q

= (p − s) F (D − I − q) + s − c,

(7)

and equating it to zero. The second-order derivative with
respect to q is negative (see Appendix A). Therefore, the
expected profit function is concave in q, and the first-order
condition is sufficient for optimality. The optimal order quantity q∗ for any distribution of U is given by
F (D − I − q∗ ) =

(p − c)
(c − s)
=1−
.
(p − s)
(p − s)

(8)

For the IRI model, the optimal order quantity is the quantity that ensures that the probability that WSU < D is equal to
(c−s)
.
the ratio
(p−s)

3.2

ing (Benzion et al., 2008; Bolton & Katok, 2008; Bostian
et al., 2008; Schweitzer & Cachon, 2000). Recent studies
on SU have also observed sub-optimal ordering decisions.
For instance, under demand and SU, Käki et al. (2015) also
observed the pull-to-center effect and demand chasing. Gurnani et al. (2014) observed that under dual sourcing, subjects
anchor their orders to the point where the expected supply
matches demand. Kalkanci (2017) observed that in such situations, subjects may even place orders that are above customer demand (quantity hedging).
Following these findings, we expect sub-optimal ordering
decisions when there is uncertainty in the total inventory
available to satisfy demand, either due to SU or IRI. Based
on the behavioral literature of ordering under demand uncertainty, we also expect a pull-to-center effect in orders under
inventory uncertainty, where the center is the average (additional) inventory needed to satisfy demand. In particular, we
expect orders to be below (above) optimal and above (below)
the average additional inventory needed in high (low) margin
settings.
Additionally, it has been shown that subjects attach a psychological cost to having leftovers and shortages (Ho et al.,
2010). However, subjects value leftovers and shortages differently, affecting ordering decisions (Becker-Peth et al., 2013;
Castaneda & Gonçalves, 2018; Schiffels et al., 2014). In our
study, there are differences in the sources and framing of
uncertainty under SU and IRI (uncertainty in external supplies versus internal on-hand inventory). Perhaps the source
of uncertainty affects the psychological cost attached to leftovers and shortages, in turn affecting ordering decisions.
Hence, we conjecture that there are differences in ordering
behavior under SU and IRI. However, because our empirical understanding of the context is rather limited, we refrain
from theorizing upfront about the direction of these differences through formal hypotheses. We take an exploratory
approach instead. We start by analyzing and comparing the
observed ordering decisions under the two settings and with
standard theory predictions and then propose possible behavioral explanations for the observed ordering patterns. In the
next section, we discuss the setup of our experiments. Thereafter, we assess the influence of prior realizations of uncertainty on ordering decisions.

Behavioral considerations

We know from experimental studies on ordering decisions in
situations with demand uncertainty that humans place orders
that deviate from the expected profit-maximizing choice due
to, among others, the pull-to-center effect and demand chas-

3.3

Experimental design

The experimental design consists of four treatments (see
Table 1). The treatments differ in terms of the type of uncertainty and the profit margin of the products, denoted by XY.
X indicates the type of uncertainty and can be I (in the case
of IRI) or S (in the case of SU). Y indicates the profit margin
and can be H (in the case of a high profit margin) or L (in the
case of a low profit margin).
We employed a between-subjects design in which participants experienced only one of the four treatments. We conducted two sets of experiments (two data collection periods).
In each set of experiments, we ran the four treatments. The
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TA B L E 1

Summary of treatments—Study 1
No. of subjects
Profit

margin*

Treatment

Type of uncertainty

First set of experiments

Second set of experiments

Total

IH

Inventory record inaccuracy (IRI)

High

13

17

30

IL

IRI

Low

15

15

30

SH

Supply uncertainty (SU)

High

18

12

30

SL

SU

Low

18

13

31

(IH = Inventory Record Inaccuracy and High profit margin; IL = Inventory Record Inaccuracy and Low profit margin; SH = Supply uncertainty and High profit margin; SL = Supply
uncertainty and Low profit margin)
(c−s)
(c−s)
= 0.25, and low: ratio
= 0.75.
*High: ratio
(p−s)

(p−s)

first set of experiments consisted of 22 sessions and included
64 subjects. The second set of experiments consisted of eight
sessions and included 57 subjects. A total of 121 subjects participated in the experiments. Subjects could sign up individually for the sessions. Table 1 indicates the number of subjects
per treatment. The male–female ratio in the experiment was
59% male versus 41% female.
We use the following parameterization of our treatments.
Customer demand is D = 100 units and the starting inventory
I = 50 units. Furthermore, we use the same sales price and
salvage value as Schweitzer and Cachon (2000), that is, p =
12 and s = 0, respectively. Similar to Schweitzer and Cachon
(2000), we consider a high and a low profit margin product
with per unit purchasing costs of cH = 3 and cL = 9, respectively. To simplify the task, we set s = 0, and we assume
that U and Z are zero mean uniformly distributed random
variables with support [−10, 10]. The uniform distribution is
common in experiments of ordering under uncertainty; see,
for example, Schweitzer and Cachon (2000), Gurnani et al.
(2014), Käki et al. (2015), and Ancarani et al. (2016). With
this parameterization, optimal order quantities are the same
for a given profit margin across both types of uncertainty
(q∗H = 55 and q∗L = 45). That is, the optimal order quantity under IRI can be written as q∗ = D − I − z − (z − z)

(c−s)

(p−s)

.

Similarly, the optimal order quantity under SU can be writ(c−s)
. Potential differences
ten as q∗ = D − I − u − (u − u)
(p−s)

between SU and IRI settings can therefore be attributed to
behavioral factors. Because of the chosen parameters, subjects do not experience a loss even when they place an order
as large as the maximum amount they could sell. Hence,
loss aversion is not a concern in our settings.1 In addition,
although realizations of Z and U differ across the 22 rounds
played, subjects experience the same sequence of realizations. In this way, we account for the potential effects of random differences in inventory positions, enabling comparisons
between treatments and subjects.
The treatments were programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher,
2007). The first set of experimental sessions was conducted
in a laboratory at a European Business School. Participants in
the experiment were second-year bachelor students in Business Administration who obtained one research credit for par1

Under the common assumption that the subject’s reference point is zero in each round.

ticipating in the experiment, provided they carefully followed
the instructions. To incentivize subjects to do their best, we
applied the lottery principle (De Véricourt et al., 2013). After
all experimental sessions of the study were finished, out of all
participants, five students were randomly selected to receive
vouchers (a shopping coupon that could be spent in a variety of stores) of a value proportional to the profit they made
during the 20 experimental rounds played (so excluding the
two trial rounds) with a maximum of 50 euros. All subjects
were informed about this random selection for compensation
at the start of the experiments. The second set of experimental
sessions was conducted in the laboratory at another European
Business School. Participants were bachelor’s and master’s
students in Business Studies. These subjects all received a
monetary payment for participation in the experiment, which
included a participation fee of 5 euros and a payment proportional to the profit they made during the 20 experimental
rounds. The average subject compensation was 9.30 euros.
The use of students in laboratory experiments is common
for pragmatic reasons (e.g., ease of access, incentive compatibility through economic rewards) and can be justified when
the experimental task does not require in-depth knowledge of
a particular context (Eckerd et al., 2021). Some existing evidence suggests that student decision strategies are similar to
those of professionals in operations tasks (Lonati et al., 2018).
Especially, the decision task in this study is relatively simple, a single period ordering decision under uncertainty on the
supply side. The dynamics and complexity of this task resemble the newsvendor game under demand uncertainty, where
prior studies have shown that managers’ and students’ ordering behavior is qualitatively similar (Bolton et al., 2012).
At the start of all sessions, subjects received an instruction
sheet explaining the setting supported by illustrative examples and then played the “Inventory Ordering Game” for 22
rounds in total, including two trial rounds (see Appendix B
for the instructions on the Inventory Ordering Game). Subjects were told that they could receive up to 10 units more
or less than their order (or have up to 10 units more or less
than the reported level of inventory in stock), supported by an
example on how to compute the minimum and maximum possible available inventory and an explanation that any quantity
between the limits is equally likely. The experiment facilitator also indicated verbally that rounds are independent;
uncertainty is independent of the rounds, and any leftover
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TA B L E 2

Average order placed in each treatment standard deviations (𝜎) and median (M) in parentheses—Study 1
Average order quantity (𝝈, M)
High profit margin (q∗ = 55)

Low profit margin (q∗ = 45)

IRI

53.29 (𝜎 = 2.84, M = 53.50*** )

51.28 (𝜎 = 3.53, M = 52.28*** )

SU

53.48 (𝜎 = 3.63, M = 53.83)

48.25 (𝜎 = 5.08, M = 47.35*** )

**p < 0.05;
***p < 0.01.

inventory at the end of a round cannot be taken to the next
round. Subjects were told that the game would contain up
to 25 rounds to avoid potential end-of-game effects. Subjects
were not allowed to communicate with each other but could
make notes using pen and paper. At the end of each round,
the results are shown, including the quantity received/actual
starting inventory, ordered quantity, total inventory, sales
and profit (see Appendix C for screenshots of the inventory ordering game). At the end of the game, subjects filled
out a post-game questionnaire in which they were asked to
describe their ordering strategy, explain their motivation, provide feedback and remarks about the experiment, and answer
demographical questions. In addition, we included comprehension questions to check whether subjects understood the
concepts used. Screenshots of the post-game questionnaire
are shown in Appendix D.

3.4

Results

In this section, we present descriptive statistics of the results.
We also explore whether and how average ordering decisions
compare across uncertainty settings (IRI vs. SU) and deviate
from optimality and compare order variability across treatments.
Two subjects from treatment IH (treatment with Inventory
record inaccuracy and High profit margin) were excluded
from the analysis because their orders indicate that the subjects did not understand the game (they ordered less than
the minimum amount they would ever need in the game or
they ordered more than the maximum amount they may ever
need), resulting in 28 subjects in treatment IH. Although the
inclusion of these subjects would not influence our statistical
results, doing so would lead to distorted averages and variances, which is undesirable.
Table 2 indicates the average order quantity placed in
each of the treatments. As subjects make multiple ordering
decisions, we take subjects’ average orders for further computations and statistical testing (i.e., N = 28 for treatment
IH, 30 for treatments IL (treatment with Inventory record
inaccuracy and Low profit margin) and SH (treatment with
Supply uncertainty and High profit margin), and 31 for SL
(treatment with Supply uncertainty and Low profit margin).
First, Wilcoxon rank-sum tests are performed per treatment
to examine whether there is a significant difference between
the average orders placed in this treatment in the first versus the second set of experiments (i.e., first vs. second data
collection period). For none of the treatments, there was a

significant difference between the two sets of experiments
(p > 0.05 across treatments); hence, data from the two periods were combined for further analysis.
Next, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests are used to examine
whether order quantities placed in each of the treatments are
significantly different from the optimal order quantity. The
test results are indicated in Table 2. Figure 2 shows the ordering behavior throughout the experiment, with average orders
per round under SU and IRI. Table 2 and Figure 2 show
that, on average, subjects place orders that are significantly
different from the optimum across profit margins (53.29
units under IH (p = 0.0048), 53.48 units under SH (p =
0.0410), 51.28 units under IL (p < 0.001), and 48.25 units
under SL (p < 0.001).2 Similar to studies about ordering
under demand uncertainty, we observe asymmetry in the pullto-center effect (with the center being the average inventory
needs to satisfy demand). Orders are pulled to the center in
low margin settings. In high margin settings, this effect is only
observed under IRI. It is also observed that average orders
placed in treatment IL are significantly higher than in treatment SL (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.001). Orders placed
under IL are also higher than the optimal order in the case of
no uncertainty (q∗ = 50 if z − z = 0). Clearly, under the low
profit margin, subjects overstock significantly more under IRI
than SU.

3.5

Ordering differences explained

The experimental results presented above indicate (1) asymmetry in the observed pull-to-center effect and (2) larger order
quantities under IRI than under SU for low profit margin
products. Next, we examine these findings in more detail.
Prior studies have shown that subjects attach a psychological cost to having leftovers and shortages (Ho et al., 2010).
A difference in these psychological costs, that is, a difference in valuation of leftovers and shortages, has been shown
to affect ordering decisions (Becker-Peth et al., 2013; Castaneda & Gonçalves, 2018; Schiffels et al., 2014). We assess
the valuation of leftovers and shortages under different profit
margins and under SU and IRI to examine whether it may
explain observed ordering differences.
We do so by estimating behavioral models of SU and IRI
that consider the psychological costs of overstocking and
2

For all treatments, average orders are different from the mean of 50 units (Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests, p < 0.001, p = 0.0148, p < 0.001, and p = 0.0023 under IH, IL, SH,
and SL, respectively).
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FIGURE 2

Average orders per round—Study 1

understocking and comparing these behavioral models with
estimates of the basic models of SU and IRI without behavioral effects. Similar to Schiffels et al. (2014), we model a
biased assessment of the costs of overstocking and understocking by including the parameter 𝛽 > 0. 𝛽 indicates the
weight subjects attach to the cost of understocking relative to
the cost of overstocking. 𝛽 = 1 indicates that leftovers and
shortages are weighted equally, 0 < 𝛽 < 1 indicates leftover
aversion, and 𝛽 > 1 indicates shortage aversion. The closer 𝛽
is to one, the weaker the leftover/shortage aversion. This leads
to the following behavioral model for IRI (see Appendix E for
derivations):
)
(
qbi = D − I − z − z − z

(c − s)
+ 𝜀i ,
𝛽 (p − c) + (c − s)

(9)

(c − s)
+ 𝜀i ,
𝛽 (p − c) + (c − s)

(10)

and for SU
)
(
qbi = D − I − u − u − u

where qbi represents the average order quantity of subject i
under the behavioral model, 𝛽 represents the weighting factor of the cost of understocking, uncertainty is uniformly
distributed Z, U ∼ Uniform with 𝜇Z = 𝜇U = 0, and 𝜀i ∼
N(0, 𝜃2 ) is the error term. Following prior studies (BeckerPeth et al., 2013; Castaneda & Gonçalves, 2018), we use
maximum likelihood estimation to estimate the behavioral
parameter. We estimate the following model:
L(q|𝛽, 𝜃) =

n
∏
(
)
f qbi ; 𝛽, 𝜃 .

(11)

i=1

Per treatment, we compare the basic model (where 𝛽 =
1, i.e., there is no difference in the valuation of leftovers
and shortages) with the behavioral model (where 𝛽 > 0).
For all treatments, the log-likelihood ratio tests indicate that
the behavioral models, which allow for a different valuation of leftovers and shortages, explain the data better than

the basic models without this behavioral effect. Under IRI,
𝜒 2 (1) = 8.95 with p < 0.01 in the high margin setting and
𝜒 2 (1) = 43.64 with p < 0.001 in the low margin setting.
Under SU, 𝜒 2 (1) = 5.00 with p < 0.05 in the high margin
setting and 𝜒 2 (1) = 10.92 with p < 0.01 in the low margin
setting.
The estimation results of the behavioral models are shown
in Table 3, where LL indicates the log-likelihood value. It can
be seen that under the high profit margin 𝛽 < 1 across uncertainty types. This indicates that subjects attach more weight to
the cost of overstocking relative to the cost of understocking,
that is, subjects are averse to leftovers. For the low profit margin, 𝛽 > 1 under both IRI and SU. This indicates that subjects
attach more weight to the cost of understocking relative to
the cost of overstocking, that is, subjects are averse to shortages. It can also be seen that the psychological cost of shortages under low margins is three to almost six times higher
than the psychological cost of leftovers under high margins.
This asymmetry in the valuation of shortages and leftovers
can explain why the pull-to-center effect is observed particularly under low profit margins.
Next, we compare the uncertainty types. For the high profit
margin, the closer 𝛽 is to 0, the stronger the aversion to leftovers. Given that the average order quantities under IRI and
SU are not significantly different under the high profit margin, we particularly look at the low profit margin. For the
low profit margin, the closer 𝛽 is to 1, the weaker the aversion to shortages. Therefore, 𝛽SU < 𝛽IRI indicates that subjects are more averse to shortages under IRI than under SU.
Schweitzer and Cachon (2000) refer to this as stock-out aversion. Perhaps stock-out aversion is stronger under IRI than
under SU because of the source of uncertainty: Under SU,
stock-outs can be attributed to external forces, whereas under
IRI they imply one’s own or internal failure. Perhaps this
motivates subjects to place higher orders under IRI than under
SU. However, if the source of uncertainty induces ordering
differences, we would also expect differences in high margin
settings. As we find no differences in high margin settings,
further research is needed to examine this mechanism in more
detail.
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Estimates of the behavioral model with standard deviations (𝜎) in parentheses
High profit margin

Low profit margin

𝜷

𝜽

−LL

𝜷

𝜽

−LL

IRI

0.66 (𝜎 = 0.08)

2.78 (𝜎 = 0.37)

43

3.88 (𝜎 = 0.50)

3.45 (𝜎 = 0.45)

52

SU

0.69 (𝜎 = 0.10)

3.57 (𝜎 = 0.46)

53

2.10 (𝜎 = 0.39)

5.00 (𝜎 = 0.63)

65

3.6
The influence of prior realizations of
uncertainty
Studies on ordering decisions under demand uncertainty
have shown that prior realizations of demand affect subsequent ordering decisions (Bostian et al., 2008; Schweitzer &
Cachon, 2000). Demand chasing may contribute to observed
deviations from the optimal order.
We examine whether subjects consider previous experiences of receiving more than ordered (actually having more
on-hand inventory than what was reported) or receiving less
than ordered (or actually having less on-hand inventory than
what was reported) in their ordering decisions.3 We use random effects linear regression, which controls for individual
effects (Greene, 2003), to regress the order placed by subject
i at time t (qi,t ) on, among others, the variables Lesst−1 and
Moret−1 , leading to the following regression model:
qi,t = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 Highmargin + 𝛽2 IRI + 𝛽3 Highmargin ∗ IRI
+ 𝛽4 Lesst−1 + 𝛽5 Lesst−1 IRI + 𝛽6 Moret−1
+ 𝛽7 Moret−1 IRI + 𝛽8 Roundt + 𝜔i + 𝜀it ,
(12)
where Highmargin refers to the high profit margin and
IRI refers to the type of uncertainty being IRI. Lesst−1
is Max(0, qi,t−1 − receivedt−1 ), that is, the shortage in the
amount received or actual on-hand inventory in the previous round, and Moret−1 is Max(0, receivedt−1 − qi,t−1 ), that
is, the surplus in the amount received/actual on-hand inventory experienced in the previous round. We also include the
interaction effects between Lesst−1 (and Moret−1 ) and the
uncertainty condition (IRI). The variable Roundt indicates the
effect of the decision round in the experiment to control for
potential learning throughout the experiment. The error term
𝜔i is the between-subject error accounting for individual heterogeneity, and 𝜀it is the within-subject error, which changes
across individuals and with time.
The results are shown in Table 4. As expected, the profit
margin and type of uncertainty affect ordering decisions (p <
0.001). In line with previous findings, the interaction effect
between profit margin and uncertainty type is also significant (p = 0.005), that is, the effect of profit margin on order
size depends on the type of uncertainty. Experiencing a shortage in the previous round has a marginally significant impact
on orders in the subsequent round (p = 0.075), that is, it
increases orders by 0.08 units. Experiencing a surplus in the
previous round, on the other hand, has a marginally insignif3

We thank an anonymous reviewer for the suggestion to examine the effect of prior
realizations of uncertainty.

TA B L E 4 Impact of receiving/actually having less or more than
ordered/reported
Variable

Coefficient

Standard error

p-value

Intercept

48.19

0.69

< 0.001

High margin

5.18

0.87

< 0.001

IRI

3.28

0.92

< 0.001

−3.48

1.25

0.005

0.08

0.04

0.075

0.017

High margin ∗ IRI
Lesst−1

0.05

0.738

Moret−1

Lesst−1 IRI

−0.07

0.05

0.102

Moret−1 IRI

−0.16

0.06

0.011

0.00

0.02

0.805

Roundt

icant impact on orders in the subsequent round (p = 0.102),
that is, reducing orders by 0.07 units. Furthermore, whereas
the interaction effect between Lesst−1 and the type of uncertainty is insignificant, the interaction between Moret−1 and
uncertainty type is significant (p = 0.011): Compared with
SU, under IRI, subjects decrease their order by 0.16 units
more when having experienced a surplus in the previous
round. In other words, our findings indicate that the effects
of chasing past realizations of supply or on-hand inventory
depend on the type of uncertainty. It can also be seen that
there is no significant effect of the round. Additional analysis of average orders of only the last third of rounds of the
game (Round 14–20) shows that the averages per treatment
are similar to the averages across all rounds, suggesting that
there is no learning effect.

4

STUDY 2

The SU model used above is based on uncertainty being independent of the order size. In other words, the magnitude of
the uncertainty in supply does not relate to the order size.
Arguably, in practice, the magnitude of the uncertainty faced
likely has a relation to order size. Therefore, we conduct
follow-up experiments in which we reformulate the SU model
such that uncertainty is dependent on the order size. We refer
to this model as the SU2 model. Similarly, we reformulate
the IRI model (IRI2 model). Note that this change theoretically does not change the IRI model because the uncertain
variable is a known parameter. However, the way uncertainty
is presented to subjects may still induce behavioral effects.
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4.1

SU2 model

Under SU2, the quantity received is a random fraction of the
ordered quantity and equals (1 + v)q, where v is a random
variable with known cumulative distribution F(v), density
function f (v) and support [v, v̄ ], where v ≥ −1. If v̄ ≤ 0, the
quantity received can only be lower than the ordered quantity,
but if v̄ > 0, the quantity received could be higher. For example, if v = −0.2 and v̄ = 0.2, the quantity received can be
up to 20% more or less than the quantity ordered. Because I
is known with certainty, the total inventory available for sale
WSU2 = I + (1 + v)q. The decision-maker’s profit is
[

(13)

and his expected profit is given by
D−I

v̄
q
[
]
E Π (q) = p ∫ Df (v) dv + p ∫

v̄

+s ∫
D−I
q

−1

v

−1

q

(
F

]

Π (q) = pMin D, WSU2
]
[
+ sMax WSU2 − D, 0 − c (1 + v) q,

D−I

complement of the well-known critical ratio where the perunit cost is weighted with (1 + E[v]), the expected quantity
received for each ordered unit.
To be in line with this SU2 model, under IRI2, the actual
level of starting (on-hand) inventory can be written as a random fraction of the recorded inventory level, that is, (1 + z′ )I,
where z′ is a random variable with known cumulative distribution F(z′ ), density function f (z′ ) and support [z′ , z′ ], where
z′ ≥ −1. The optimal order quantity q∗ for any distribution of
z′ is given by (see Appendix G for the full model description)

(I + (1 + v) q) f (v) dv

(I + (1 + v) q − D) f (v) dv

−1

v̄

− c ∫ ((1 + v) q) f (v) dv.

(14)

D − q∗
−1
I

)
=

(p − c)
(c − s)
=1−
.
(p − s)
(p − s)

(17)

The right-hand side of the equation is similar to the
SU2 case, but the per-unit cost is no longer weighted with
(1 + E[z]) given that there is no uncertainty in the quantity received. The left-hand side is structurally the same as
the first term of the optimality condition of the SU2 model,
and because uncertainty is not dependent upon q, there is no
second term. Note that under IRI2, the optimal order quantity does not change with respect to the IRI model because
uncertainty is not dependent on the decision variable; hence,
whether the uncertainty is specified in units or fractions of the
recorded inventory does not affect the outcomes.

4.2

Model comparison

v

The optimal order quantity q∗ is obtained by taking the
first-order derivative, that is,
[
]
𝜕E Π (q)
𝜕q

= (p − s)

D−I
−1
q

∫
v

(1 + v) f (v) dv

v̄

+ s − c ∫ (1 + v) f (v) dv,

(15)

v

and equating it to zero. The second-order derivative with
respect to q is negative (see Appendix F). Therefore, the
expected profit function is concave in q, and the first-order
condition is sufficient for optimality. The optimal order quantity q∗ for any distribution of v is given by
(
F
=

)
D−I
D−I
− 1 + E[v|v <
− 1]
∗
q
q∗

(p − c (1 + E [v]))
(c (1 + E [v]) − s)
=1−
. (16)
(p − s)
(p − s)

The optimal order quantity is the quantity that ensures that
the probability that WSU2 < D plus the expected value of v
D−I
given that v < ∗ − 1 (i.e., E[v] given that v is such that
q

WSU2 < D) is equal to the ratio

(c(1+E[v])−s)
(p−s)

. This ratio is the

To illustrate how the optimal order quantities under SU2 and
IRI2 compare, we use a numerical example. We use the same
parameterization as in Study 1: D = 100 units, I = 50
units, p = 12, s = 0, cH = 3 and cL = 9. For simplicity,
we use in this numerical example, zero mean uniformly distributed random variables v and z′ and use the same support of
these variables for comparison purposes. We vary the length
of the support of the random variables (i.e., v̄ − v and z′ − z′ )
that indicate the magnitude of uncertainty and calculate optimal orders under SU2 and IRI2. Closed-form solutions to the
SU2 model and the IRI2 model can be found in Appendix G.
For this specific parameterization, Figure 3 shows q∗ for
various magnitudes of uncertainty for both SU2 and IRI2
under high- and low-profit margins. Under the high profit
margin, the optimal order quantities under SU2 and IRI2
are quite similar when uncertainty is low but differ when
uncertainty is high. Under the high profit margin, having
excess inventory is less expensive than losing sales. Therefore, q∗ increases linearly with uncertainty under IRI2. Under
SU2, however, uncertainty is dependent upon q, and the relationship between uncertainty and q∗ is non-linear. In such
cases, it is not beneficial to order more with increasing uncertainty because costs depend on the received quantity and,
hence, are uncertain. Under the high profit margin, q∗ only
increases with uncertainty up to v̄ − v = 1 in our example,
after which q∗ decreases again to D − I (q∗ in the case of
no uncertainty). Because one pays for the quantity received
(hence, one also pays for received extra units above what has
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FIGURE 3
uncertainty

TA B L E 5

Summary of treatments—Study 2

Treatment

Type of
uncertainty

Profit
margin*

No. of
subjects

I2H

IRI

High

22

I2L

IRI

Low

22

S2H

SU

High

22

Low

22

S2L
*High: ratio

SU
(c−s)
(p−s)

= 0.25, and low: ratio

(c−s)
(p−s)

= 0.75.

been ordered), it is not beneficial to further increase the order
quantity when v̄ − v > 1. Under the low profit margin, having excess inventory is more expensive than having lost sales.
Therefore, the optimal ordering strategy under both SU2 and
IRI2 is to decrease the order size when uncertainty increases.

4.3

Experimental design

The experimental design of the follow-up experiments is similar to the first set of experiments in the first study. It consists of four treatments where we distinguish a high and a
low profit margin for the SU2 model and IRI2 model (see
Table 5). We organized 18 sessions for which participants
could sign up individually. Again, after all experimental sessions of the study were finished, out of all participants, five
students were randomly selected to receive vouchers (a shopping coupon) valued proportionally to the profit they made
during the experimental rounds played. The instructions provided to the subjects are given in Appendix G. In each of the
treatments, 22 subjects participated. In the experiment, 51%
were male, and 49% were female.
We use the same values as for the experiments of the first
study (and model comparison) to parameterize the cost and
revenue of the treatments. We also set z′ , v ∼ U[−0.2, 0.2]
such that optimal order quantities are the same for a given
profit margin across both types of uncertainty and are the
same as the optimal order quantities in Study 1. Subjects
received similar instructions as in the first set of experiments in Study 1, with the difference being that they

Optimal order quantities for varying levels of

were explicitly told that they could receive up to 20%
more or less than their order (or have up to 20% more
or less than the reported level of inventory in stock; see
Appendix H for the instructions on the Inventory Ordering
Game).

4.4

Results

The average order placed in each treatment is indicated
in Table 6. Again, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests results are
reported to indicate whether order quantities are significantly
different from the optimal order quantity. Figure 4 shows the
ordering behavior throughout the experiment and indicates
the average order sizes per round. For both types of uncertainty, the average order quantity under the high profit margin is approximately the optimum (54.43 units under IRI2 and
54.68 units under SU2).4 However, the average order quantities under the low profit margin are significantly above the
optimum (52.40 units under IRI (p < 0.001) and 48.53 units
under SU2 (p = 0.0027)). Furthermore, under the low profit
margin, average orders under IRI2 are significantly higher
than under SU2 (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 0.0208).
Average orders under I2 L are also higher than the optimal
order in the case of no uncertainty (q∗ = 50 if z′ − z′ = 0).
This means that also in the follow-up experiments, subjects
overstock significantly more low profit margin products under
IRI2 than SU2.
The pattern of ordering behavior under IRI2 and SU2 in
the follow-up experiments is similar to the first experiments
across profit margins: the average order sizes in the treatments in the follow-up experiments are not significantly different from those in the first experiments (Wilcoxon rank sum
tests, p > 0.1). This indicates the robustness of the findings of
Study 1.
Compared with the findings in Study 1, another observation can be made. In the follow-up experiments, the
order variability under SU2 (𝜎S2H = 3.68 and 𝜎S2L = 6.80)
increases with respect to the order variability under SU in
4

Average orders are different from the mean 50 under both IH and SH (Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests, p = 0.0016 and p = 0.0001, respectively).
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TA B L E 6

Average order placed in each treatment with standard deviations (𝜎) and medians (M) in parentheses—Study 2
Average order quantity (𝝈, M)
High profit margin (q∗H = 55)

Low profit margin (q∗L = 45)

IRI2

54.43 (𝜎 = 2.32, M = 55.00)

52.40 (𝜎 = 2.86, M = 51.23** )

SU2

54.68 (𝜎 = 3.68, M = 54.40)

48.53 (𝜎 = 6.80, M = 49.65** )

**p < 0.01.

FIGURE 4

Average orders per round—Study 2

Study 1 (𝜎SH = 3.63 and 𝜎SL = 5.08). Therefore, we compare the standard deviations of the average orders under
SU2 with those under SU. The increase in order variability under SU2, compared with SU is significant under the
low profit margin (variance ratio test, p < 0.001). Thus, we
find partial support that uncertainty independent of order
size reduces variability in ordering decisions. One possible
explanation may be that subjects have more difficulty capturing uncertainty that is dependent on their decision than capturing uncertainty that is independent of their decision, causing more variation in ordering decisions between individuals.
In summary, we observe that (1) subjects make sub-optimal
ordering decisions when facing IRI or SU, and this finding is
robust, (2) subjects’ orders are pulled to the center (the average inventory needs to satisfy demand) under low margins,
(3) for low margin items, subjects’ ordering decisions are
larger under IRI than SU, and (4) order variability is larger
when uncertainty is dependent upon, rather than independent
of, the order size.

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we explore inventory ordering decisions by subjects who face uncertainty in the total inventory available to
fulfill demand, either caused by IRI, that is, uncertainty in
the on-hand inventory level, or by SU, that is, uncertainty
in incoming shipments. We conducted incentivized laboratory experiments where subjects were asked to make ordering
decisions facing either IRI or SU for products with a high or

a low profit margin. We find that subjects make sub-optimal
ordering decisions under both types of uncertainty and profit
margins. Also, we observe that subjects show different ordering behavior under IRI than under SU, particularly when facing the low profit margin.
This can be explained by a stronger aversion to shortages
when facing the low profit margin under IRI than under SU.
We propose that the difference in the source of the uncertainty may play a role: Perhaps stock-out aversion under low
margins may be stronger under IRI than under SU because
under IRI, stock-outs cannot be attributed to external forces,
whereas under SU, stock-outs can be attributed to external
forces. However, if differences in stockout aversion play a
role, we would also expect ordering differences in high margin settings. Because we do not observe differences in high
margin settings, further research is needed to examine the
underlying mechanisms in more detail.
We observe a pull-to-center effect in settings with low
profit margin products. Such asymmetry has been identified
in prior studies as well (Feng & Gao, 2020; Schiffels et al.,
2014; Zhang & Siemsen, 2019). The asymmetry that we
observed can be explained by a different valuation of leftovers than shortages. The shortage aversion observed under
the low margin is stronger than the leftover aversion observed
under the high profit margin. This is in line with previous
findings (Castaneda & Gonçalves, 2018).
Furthermore, like the chasing of past demand has been
observed for ordering decisions under demand uncertainty
(Bostian et al., 2008; Schweitzer & Cachon, 2000), we
observe the chasing of supply/on-hand inventory, although
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the effect depends on the type of uncertainty. This may contribute to the sub-optimality of ordering decisions observed.
Following Käki et al. (2015), we studied ordering decisions
by subjects who face SUs that are dependent on the order
quantity. We compare settings in which SU is dependent on—
and independent of—the order size. Our findings provide
partial support that order variability is lower when subjects face the uncertainty that is independent of—rather than
dependent upon—the order size. We contend that subjects
find settings in which the magnitude of uncertainty depends
upon the decision variable more difficult to capture, causing
more variation in ordering decisions between individuals.
Our results further indicate that subjects overstock in low
profit margin settings. This means that in situations in which
IRI or SU is a concern and profit margins are low, firms might
suffer from excess inventory. We also observed significantly
more overstocking under IRI than under SU. In other words,
uncertainty in on-hand inventory levels leads to orders that
are even further above optimal than uncertainty in quantities received. An important managerial implication is that it
is particularly valuable for a company to undertake efforts
to reduce IRI. Luckily IRI, instead of SU, is a problem that
companies can often influence directly by means of their own
preventative actions (as opposed to influencing SU, which
mostly depends on external parties such as suppliers). The
retailer we worked with conducts frequent audits at the store
level to limit the effects of IRI. The retailer also indicated
that IRI-related uncertainty is important to incorporate into
ordering decisions. However, as outlined by the retailer, particularly for slow-moving items (such as sizes 3XL or XXS),
it is necessary to be extra cautious in the trade-off between
lowering the IRI risk by ordering extra versus increasing the
obsolescence risk as a result of the higher inventory levels.
Together with the fact that IRI is commonly encountered
in many companies (DeHoratius & Raman, 2008), we may
conclude that reducing IRI should be high on the agenda of
organizations.
Additionally, we have proposed that shortage aversion may
motivate subjects to increase their orders under IRI for low
margin items. This suggests that it is particularly important to
establish that IRI is an issue that concerns the organization as
a whole and that it is not just a problem of the supply planner
and an issue that is just his concern. This may help alleviate
the urge that he or she feels to hedge against failures of having
too little inventory to fulfil customer demand by inflating his
order quantities.
The findings of this study open up avenues for further
research. First, further research is required to examine why
leftovers and shortages are weighted differently under SU and
IRI. Furthermore, we propose further research to examine the
effect of the magnitude of uncertainty on the supply side on
ordering decisions. It would be interesting to study whether
our findings are robust to different (especially higher) levels
of uncertainty. Also, we propose further research to examine the impact of how uncertainty is modeled on decisionmaking. Our results provide indications that order variability reduces when uncertainty is independent of (i.e., not cal-
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culated as a percentage of) the decision variable order size.
Perhaps it is easier for subjects to capture uncertainty that
is independent of, rather than dependent on, their decision. It
would be interesting to examine this effect and the underlying
mechanisms in more detail. Moreover, further research with
company data on actual orderings could be used to validate
the behavioral effects of SU and IRI on ordering decisions in
practice.
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